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Abstract: Efficiency plays an important role in modern development methods. Especially activities that do not promote the actual software product need to be executed efficiently, because otherwise these activities would be neglected. Examples for these
activities are establishing consistency between development documents and the creation of throw-away prototypes. In this paper, an approach for the automation of such
activities during requirements engineering is presented, focusing on the creation of prototypes for reactive systems. The automation, and thereupon the efficient execution of
these activities is achieved through the application of generators that are created on the
basis of a formal product model. Such a product model describes all types of development artefacts and the relations between these products. In addition to the realization of
document generators, this product model allows the systematic creation of tools for automating other development activities such as checking completeness of the specification or detecting conflicting requirements.

Introduction1
Modern reactive systems like automotive controllers, telecommunication devices, or building
control systems become more and more complex, as the number of functional and quality-ofservice requirements increases. Such systems typically realize between 200 [MeQ02] and
8000 [RaJ01] requirements. Therefore, a systematic and efficient development method is
needed for timely delivering such systems, while guaranteeing final products of high quality.
Prototyping is an important technique in the requirements engineering phase of such a development method. Through prototyping, an executable model of the software product can be
achieved before the final product has been created. With this executable model, the validation
of user requirements becomes feasible because users can easily communicate with developers
by applying and experimenting with the prototype nearly as they would do with the final
product [BKK92].
Besides such a validation of requirements, the prototypes can be applied for test-based verification of development products by developers. To emphasize the benefits of prototyping,
the building automation case study that was performed by a development team of the SFB
501 shall be stated [QuZ99], in which a total number of 32 errors was identified by inspection,
while prototyping led to the discovery of 33 additional errors [MMZ02].
It is a well established fact that the later in development an error is discovered, the higher
is the cost of its removal. Therefore, if prototyping can be applied early during the requirements engineering phase, the number of errors that lead to a costly removal in later phases
can be reduced. However, for prototyping to be adopted as part of an efficient requirements
1. This paper has been published in H. Alt, M. Becker (Eds.) Software Reuse – Requirements, Technologies and Applications. Proceedings of the International Colloquium of the SFB 501. Department of
Computer Science. University of Kaiserslautern. 2003. pp. 25–35

engineering method, the prototypes must be attainable with reasonable effort. As mostly
semi-formal documents are predominant at the beginning of development, the challenge
therefore is to efficiently create prototypes from this limited information. We think efficiency
can best be achieved with the generator-based concept that is introduced in this paper.
As code generators for operational specification languages like SDL (Specification and
Description Language [OFM97]) are available, an intermediate step in our approach is the
transformation of the semi-formal1 development documents into such an operational notation. This is obviously a less complex task than generating programming language code directly.
To provide a systematic solution for that transformation, we propose employing a precise
and complete model of all types of development products. This so-called product model,
which can be available as part of a precise definition of the used development method, reflects
each type of development artefact and its relations to other types of artefacts. By parsing the
existing semi-formal development documents and extracting the formal parts, an instantiation
of this model is achieved. Then, from such an instantiation, operational specifications are automatically created by generating the operational documents that make up the specification.
Additionally, method-specific templates are instantiated during the generation process. This
has the eminent benefit of producing documents that can directly be read and modified by developers.
To formalize a concise product model, the specialization of the development method to a
specific application domain is of great benefit, as it allows the precise definition of development activities and products. In this paper, the requirements engineering method PROBAnD,
which was developed for specifying building automation systems [Que02], is utilized for this
purpose. System development with this method begins with the semi-formal description of
development data in HTML tables. From such HTML documents, operational models of the
system are specified in SDL documents. In the initial form of the method, prototyping could
be employed after the system or certain parts of it had operationally been specified in SDL.
The generator-based approach that is presented in this paper can be regarded as an extension
of this requirements engineering method. Through employing the detailed product model of
this method, the efficient generation of prototypes before the system or its parts have operationally been specified becomes feasible.
After a short overview of related work, the product model, on which our approach is based,
is depicted in the following section. Then, the concepts for generating SDL documents, from
which prototypes are created, are described. Finally, the application to other development activities is outlined.
Related Work
Our approach provides the transformation of semi-formal documents into SDL specifications
in such a way that the transparent integration of the generated documents into the development process is possible. This is in contrast to approaches like the ones proposed by Mansurov et al. [MaV00] or Khendek et al. [KGB98]. Where Mansurov et al. administer a
universal transformation from MSCs (Message Sequence Charts [ITU99]) to SDL, Khendek
et al. allow more control over this transformation by providing the basic structure of the output documents as a constraint for the generation process. To derive MSCs from early requirements documents, an approach for generating MSCs from Use Case Maps (UCMs [BuC96]),
which is introduced in [MAB01], can be applied. The information that is contained in the Use
Case Maps diagrams can be considered as being similar to the information stored in the semi1. In accordance to [WiD94], we regard semi-formal documents as documents that contain information
in a structured form, which allows manipulation of the data conforming to its intended semantics.

formal documents of our PROBAnD method (e. g., traceability between requirements is modeled in UCMs through paths that connect responsibilities).
The product model that we use for our approach can be seen as a meta-model of the development documents. This meta-model has several similarities to the meta-model of the wellknown Unified Modeling Language, UML [BJR99]. However, compared to the UML metamodel, our product model allows the forward as well as the backward traceability of requirements. Further, where the meta-model in UML is mostly used for exchanging data between
tools (model interchange [OMG01]), we utilize this model for automating development activities, such as the checking of consistency and completeness or the construction of stubs for
partial prototypes.

Product Model
When defining a detailed product model that regards all necessary development products, the
model itself might become very complex. In our case, the complete model currently contains
80 different entities. Therefore, we structure our model by classifying the different types of
entities according to Fig. 1 [MeQ02].
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Fig. 1. Classification of Development Products
The most general type of entity is called artefact, which can be identified with any development product. Each artefact has a unique name and can optionally be described by informal
text. More specialized types of entities are features, which represent atomic development
products, and configurations, which aggregate less complex artefacts1.
Features contain the actual development information independent of its representation.
Thus, for each feature different feature-views exist, which contain feature information in a
concrete representation; e.g., in the HTML or the SDL notation. This is why feature-views
can be regarded as a specialization of features. Usually, developers will be working on documents, which are composed of feature-views. Therefore, documents are classified as special
configurations and as such are described by the constraint in Fig. 1.
We postulate that each feature-view for any feature can be generated solely from the information that is stored in the respective feature. Accordingly, we assume that each document
can be created from a respective configuration. As a consequence, the types of features that
are depicted in the following subsections accurately reflect all types of atomic information
that can be contained in the development documents.
The PROBAnD requirements engineering method [MeQ02][Que02] starts with the specification of needs (see Fig. 2), which are stated by the users or customers in natural language.
1. Note, that our notion of a feature is different from the general meaning of the term feature, which is
a self-contained functional part or aspect of a specification or system [PuS01].
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Fig. 2. Types of Features of the Product Model
These needs are realized by various tasks, which themselves might be realized by other
tasks. One or more of these tasks are implemented by a control object type, where each control object (i.e., instance of a control object type) can be regarded as an active object with its
own independent flow of control.
As an important guideline in the PROBAnD method, control objects always have to form
an aggregation tree. This is reflected by the one-to-many aggregation relation between the
feature control object type and the feature instantiation.
For each control task, a strategy has to be specified. Such a strategy is responsible for realizing the actual behavior of the task. Therefore, each strategy can read or write attributes,
and produce or consume signals that are of globally defined signal types. These signal types
can possess additional parameters. Where attributes are used for communication between
strategies of a single control object type, signals are employed for the asynchronous communication between different control objects.
In the following section, we show how the features that have been introduced above are
employed for generating documents, from which prototypes can automatically be created.

Document Generation
As it was pointed out at the beginning of the previous section, documents are composed of
various feature-views. To be able to generate documents from features, configurations of features that accurately reflect the aggregation of feature-views by the respective documents are
introduced. With this information, the creation of documents is performed as it is shown in
Fig. 3. First, a feature-view is generated for each feature that is aggregated by the respective
configuration. This is followed by composing these feature-views to the required document,
which is allowed to be incomplete depending on the set of available features.
Additionally, document templates are applied at this point for producing documents that
conform to the modeling guidelines, thus allowing the developers to use a generated document like any other document that might have been created manually.
Because our document generation approach works on features and configurations that reflect the current state of development, existing documents need to be parsed to extract the features and configurations represented in the product model. This parsing activity can simply
be performed by applying the concepts that have been presented for generating documents in
a reverse order. First, the feature-views of a specific document are extracted. In addition to
the view information that is explicitly contained in the development documents, the aggrega-
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Fig. 3. Generation Steps on an Abstract Level
tion of feature-views, which is implicitly reflected in the development documents as they are
composed of feature-views, needs to be identified. Then, from this feature-view data and the
aggregation information, features and the according configurations can be retrieved. This involves resolving textual references contained in the feature-views to establish relations between features. Hence, inconsistencies in the development documents can be identified at this
point, and developers can be notified to correct the respective artefacts.
Automatic Prototype Creation
To be able to generate prototypes, SDL specifications, which are made up of individual SDL
documents, are generated according to the above approach. Therefore, a control object type
configuration (c.f. Fig. 4), which correlates to the respective SDL control object type document, is defined. Further, a configuration is established that describes which control object
types make up the final SDL system. Thereupon, this system configuration aggregates several
control object type configurations. Also, the top-level control object type is specially tagged
to describe the root of the aggregation tree.
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical Configuration for Generating SDL Documents
The control object type configuration aggregates only those features that are visible locally
to the respective control object type (e.g., attributes or strategies). Globally visible features
(like various data types) are aggregated by the system configuration as all control object types
can reference these features.
To illustrate the above concepts, we will use the instantiation of the product model for a
simple lighting control example (see Fig. 5). This simple control system controls the illuminance in a single room using two luminaires.
In the exemplary system, the control object type LightingZone aggregates one instance of
the control object type PushButton as well as one instance of the object type Luminaire. The
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Fig. 5. Partial Product Model Instantiation for a Small Lighting Control System
control object type LightingZone implements task Task1, which is realized by the strategy
Strategy1. As Task1 is responsible for turning on the luminaires if the push-button is being
pressed, the respective strategy (Strategy1) consumes signals of the type newPushButton
(which indicates that the button has been pressed) and it produces signals of the type setLuminaire (which is used to toggle the luminaires between on and off).
To generate an SDL document for the control object type LightingZone, first the required
feature-views are generated; e.g., the SDL view of one of the instantiations of the control object type PushButton is “pb1 : PushButton”, which corresponds to the block type instantiation
syntax of SDL. Then, these feature-views are composed to form the desired document (e.g.,
an SDL package or block type document) by applying the particular SDL template of the
PROBAnD method; in Fig. 6, the feature-view example from above can be found in the second SDL block from the top (the variable parts of the template that are replaced by featureviews are underlined).
Besides such instantiation information, the communication channels are determined from
the produced/consumed relations between strategies; e.g., as shown in Fig. 6, the channel b.i1
is realized, which conveys signals of the types defined in the signal list bi1, which in turn contains the signal type newPushButton.
Further, the behavior description of the control object types could be created; in the example in Fig. 6, the block LightingZoneCtrl contains this behavior. However, the strategies that
are specified in the semi-formal documents are currently described in natural language, and
are therefore not suited for being used in the generator-based approach. For this reason, our
research is directed towards the specification of these strategies by means of ‘partial’ (extendBlock Type LightingZone
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ed) finite state machines, which are composed to complete state-machines and then transformed into SDL state diagrams during the generation of the SDL control object type
documents.
Because SDL documents can now be generated from product model data, the creation of
partial prototypes becomes possible with only little effort. For this, control object types that
represent stubs and drivers are established by directly modifying instantiations of the product
model, followed by generating SDL documents from this modified instantiation. In addition
to structural changes, the automatic creation of stubs that expose simple types of behavior is
possible; e.g., there can be stubs that only consume signals, where other stubs respond to received signals. On top of that, stubs that randomly or periodically produce signals can be conceived.
To obtain an executable prototype, the generated SDL documents are extended with a generic prototyping library, which is specified in SDL together with extensions in C. This library establishes the communication interface of the control objects to the environment,
which can be realized by a building performance simulator [Zim02][Rie02] or a physical testbed [Met01]. From such an extended SDL specification, C-code, which is compiled into executable binaries, is generated. We have successfully applied Telelogic’s Tau SDL Suite
[LEH00] for that step.

Support of Additional Activities
Besides the application for the above activities of prototype generation, our approach enables
the automatic execution of other development activities. One of these activities is the establishment of consistent documents. This is achieved by parsing the most recent versions of
documents, verifying completeness and consistency on the model-level, and generating new
and consistent versions of these documents from the corrected data. As an example, if the implementation of a task is assigned to a different control object type, the affected control object
type documents as well as the list of all tasks (task list document) are updated. Thus, an efficient iterative development process becomes feasible. Feature information can be changed
more easily in some types of documents than in other types of documents. Therefore, modifications during development can efficiently be accomplished by applying changes to the
documents for that this operation can more effortlessly be performed, followed by parsing
these documents, and generating the remaining documents from the modified information.
The automatic creation of consistent documents can only be carried out reasonably, if the
verification has revealed no serious faults in the requirements specification documents. Otherwise, the developers need to correct these first. Therefore, invoking the verification tools
after modifications of these documents provides an automated inspection, and thus can be
used to enforce that only correct documents are committed.
Besides verification activities, further analyses of development data become possible. For
example, complexity metrics for development artefacts [Que02] can automatically be computed, resulting in data for decision support by the project management; e.g., if a control object type poses to become too complex it should be split into smaller ones. Another important
analysis is the detection of interactions between requirements (also known as feature interaction [MaC00]). Such an analysis has methodically been established by employing the requirements traceability relations (realizedBy) in the product model [MeW03].
As browsing through the multitude of development documents on the search for a specific
piece of development information can be very tiresome, a computerized support for this activity is of great help. With the availability of all development artefacts and relations on the
model-level this can easily be achieved. We have implemented a browsing tool for that purpose that allows the navigation through the product model with simple textual commands,
similar to queries to a data-base.

Finally, an important activity in system development is reuse. On the model-level reuse
can be supported by merging two instantiations of the product model into one final model,
from which a more complex specification can be generated. An example for such an activity
could be the extension of a heating control system by illuminance control parts.

Results
First implementations of tools [Met02] for the above activities have shown the feasibility and
systematic nature of our approach. These tools have been strictly developed on the foundation
of the product model in such a way that each type of artefact is represented by a Java class
and a relation between artefacts is realized through Java methods and attributes. Class-frames
that contain these methods and attributes have automatically been attained from a UML input
model using iLogix’s Rhapsody Modeler tool [iLo02]. At the time of writing, the complexity
of these class-frames was 4700 lines of code.
Where feature and configuration classes provide a common basis for exchanging development data between tools as well as a foundation for the model-based automation of other development activities, the feature-view and document classes contain tool specific generation
and parsing methods. In Table 1 the complexity for extending the class-frames for realizing
our tools is given.
Tool-Supported Activity

Lines of
Code

Tool-Supported Activity

Lines of
Code

parse semi-formal documents

4100

verify completeness and consistency

900

generate documents

5300

create stubs and drivers

800

analyze requirements interaction

1900

browse through artefacts

800

Table 1. Manually Implemented Lines of Code
As can be seen from these figures, all tools have been attained with reasonable effort. The
most effort is spent on the tools that perform the transformation from documents to features
and configurations and vice versa. As during parsing activities many consistency checks are
already performed, the complexity of the verifier tool is very small. A good example for attaining efficiency through a generic approach is the browsing tool, which—through employing Java’s reflection mechanism—has been implemented in one person day.
The above tools have successfully been applied for a complex building control system example [QuZ99][QTB02]. The semi-formal documents were parsed, leading to an instantiation of the product model that contains 1109 features and 36 configurations. From this data,
a skeleton SDL system has automatically been created that contains all necessary signals and
instantiations, such that developers can focus on the interesting parts, i.e., the specification of
the behavior. Also, the creation of consistent documents has been applied for creating a correct task list from 28 control object type documents.
Finally, this system specification has been examined for interactions between requirements. As a result, 29 such interactions have been identified in the system that was developed
by the development team of the SFB 501 [QuZ99]. A comparison with an extension of this
system [QTB02] has shown that six new interactions have been introduced.
The run-time and memory complexities of our tools are very moderate. Each tool exposes
a run-time complexity that is linear in the number of artefacts; e.g., 28s of processing time
on a 440MHz HP-PA RISC workstation were needed for verifying and transforming the
semi-formal documents of the above example, which comprise 12600 lines of HTML code,

into a skeleton SDL system. Additionally, each tool invocation required 12s for reading, resp.
writing, the instantiation information. Also, the working memory requirements linearly depend on the number of artefacts. For the above system, 23MB were needed at run-time.

Conclusion and Perspectives
Modern development processes have to produce high quality products in a reasonable amount
of time. Therefore, each development activity should be examined, and its improvement potential should be utilized. In this paper, a generator-based approach has been presented as a
foundation for such improvements, where a common product model allows the systematic
creation of the required tools and the exchange of data between these tools.
In addition to the early generation of prototypes, this approach enables an efficient iterative development process. Further, activities like verification, analysis and browsing of development data are enabled.
The underlying requirements engineering method, which was initially developed for specifying building automation systems, has been successfully extended and modified for other
domains, like building performance simulators [Zim02] and railway crossing controllers
[QuM02]. Therefore, we think that the model-based approach presented in this paper can be
extended accordingly. Further, we believe that whenever a precise-enough product model and
suitable modeling templates are available for a development method, the presented concepts
can be applied.
An extension of these concepts to the design phase is possible. Based on operations on the
instantiation of the product model, a re-partitioning (i.e., re-assignment of tasks to control object types) becomes possible. The selection of the partitions can be supported by the extension
of the product model with results of the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the system (e.g.,
maximum signal bandwidth) [QST99]. Other research activities are directed towards the field
of reliable distributed embedded systems, where an advanced failure behavior analysis that
yields graded results is being developed [TST02].
Still, in the current state of the PROBAnD method, there is a rather large gap between the behavior description in the semi-formal development documents, where natural language is
used, and the behavior description in the SDL documents, where extended finite state machines are specified. We will be evaluating the use of ‘partial’ finite state machines and their
composition to EFSMs for which our product model has to be extended accordingly. The
UML meta-model shows how this can be done for hierarchical state machines. We plan on
using similar concepts with a strong focus on traceability from the strategies to the realizing
parts of the state machine.
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